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Introduction
Bias in NLP

• In 2021, Claudia Wagner et al., define the term Algorithmically infused 
societies as “The societies that are shaped by algorithmic and human 
behaviour”, such as social media platforms [1].


• The data collected from those societies, is biased [2].


• Unsupervised word embedding models encode these biases during training [3].
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Introduction
Social Bias in NLP

• Most studied in the literature of bias in NLP.


• To group people in pre-defined groups based certain 
characteristics e.g., gender bias and racial bias [4].


• Metrics used to measure social bias static word 
embeddings include:


• WEAT[5], RNSB[6], RND[7], and ECT[8].
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Introduction
Research Problem

• Using swear words to describe groups of people aiming at stressing on the 
inferiority of the identity of that groups [9].


• Since the internet is rife with swear words and slurs, it is important to study 
how ML models encode this offensive stereotyping.


• In this work, we study this offensive stereotyping in static word embeddings.

[9] Kukla, Rebecca. "Slurs, interpellation, and ideology." The Southern Journal of Philosophy 56 (2018): 7-32.



SOS Bias
Definition

Systematic Offensive Stereotyping (SOS) bias:

“A systematic association in the word embeddings  

between profanity and marginalized groups of people”



SOS Bias
Measurement

•Profanity: 

•A list of 403 swear words.


•Marginalized groups: 

•Women, LGBTQ, Non-white-ethnicity. 

•Non-offensive identity words (NOI).


•Association: 

•cosine similarity.

Table1: NOI words



•  is a word embeddings model, e.g. W2V.


•   is the average of swear words for a word embedding ( ).


•  is the word vector of the NOI word  for the word 
embeddings ( ).
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SOS Bias
Word Embeddings

Table 1: examined word embeddings in our work

• 15 word embeddings.


• Models: Skip-gram, Glove, FastText.


• Data: Social media data, Wikipedia, 
google news, and common crawls.


• 3 de-biased word embeddings (gender 
bias removed).



SOS Bias
Bias in word embeddings

Table 2: Mean SOS scores of the different groups for all the word embeddings.
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Table 3: Mean SOS scores of the different groups for all the word embeddings.
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Bias in word embeddings

Table 3: Mean SOS scores of the different groups for all the word embeddings.

Most biased against LGBTQ

Most biased against women

Most biased against Non-white ethnicity



SOS Bias
Bias in word embeddings

SOS bias vs. Social bias

Figure 1: Spearman’s correlation



1. SOS bias and online hate.


2. Our proposed method (NCSP) versus 
other bias metrics (WEAT, RND,RNSB, 
ECT) to measure the SOS bias.

SOS Bias
Validation

[10] Hawdon, James, Atte Oksanen, and Pekka Räsänen. "Online Extremism and Online Hate." NORDICOM (2015): 29.

Table 4: The percentage of examined groups  
that experience online hate 

in different countries [10].



SOS Bias
SOS bias vs. Online hate statistics

Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation between SOS bias scores and published stats on online hate.

• According to the online hate stats, we find that the community that experience online hate the most in 
order are:
• LGBTQ (61%).
• Non-White ethnicity (60%).
• Women (44%).

• The expected pattern of positive correlation is:
• The word embeddings most biased against LGBTQ and Non-White ethnicities correlate positively.
• The word embeddings most biased against women correlates negatively.
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SOS Bias
SOS bias vs. Online hate statistics

Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation between SOS bias scores and published stats on online hate.
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SOS Bias
Does it explain hate speech detection models?

Table 5: F1 scores of the hate speech detection models using the inspected word embeddings.



SOS Bias
Does it explain hate speech detection models?

Table 6: Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the SOS bias scores measured  
using different metrics and the F1 scores of the model



SOS Bias
Take Away Messages

1. There is SOS bias towards marginalized groups (Women, LGBTQ, and Non-
white-ethnicity) in most of the examined word embeddings.


2. The proposed SOS bias metric reveals different information than the types of 
bias measured by existing social bias metrics.


3. The SOS bias scores correlates positively with published statistics on online 
hate experienced by the marginalized groups.


4. No evidence that the SOS bias explains the performance of the different 
word embeddings on hate speech detection.
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